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  Cold dark matter makes up 
nearly 1/4 of the mass/energy of 
the universe 

  Particle candidates for CDM 
 WIMPs (GeV-TeV masses) 

 SUSY neutralinos 
 Kaluza-Klein excitations 

 Axions (10-3 -> 10-6 eV masses) 
 Pseudoscalar, Light DM 

  Dark matter responsible for 
galaxy formation (including ours) 
 We are moving through a dark matter halo 

  Standard halo assumptions 
Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution 

V0= 230 km/s, vesc= 650 km/s,  
ρ = 0.3 GeV / cm3 

Us 



  We (Solar system, Earth) are 
sweeping  the WIMP halo 

  Wimp’s interact on nuclei by 
elastic interaction 

  => rate and deposited energy low  

  => S = S0 + Sm cos (ωt) 

  => World is divided in 2 : 
  S0 hunters      : CDMS, XENON, 

COUPP, KIMS + others  
  Sm discoverer : DAMA 



  Example of a 20 GeV mass WIMP interacting on a Na nucleus 
           S0 exponential                                     Sm has maximum 
evts/kg.d/keV evts/kg.d/keV 

S Sm 





  In all cases  
  go underground to protect from cosmic rays 
  reduce radioactivity of materials, environment 

  Use property of nuclear recoil vs electronic energy deposition to 
establish discrimination method against radioactive background 
(2 – 3 parameters) 

1. cryogenic detectors  
2. scintillators 

  Use self shielding to reject elec/neutron backgrounds 
1. large mass or  
2. large # of detectors 

  Search for annual modulation of signal (signature) 
  Search for daily modulation by directional measurement: 

gazeous detectors (signature) 



WIMP 

Heat 

Ionization 
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Ge 

Liquid Xe, Ar,Ne 

NaI, Xe 

Ge, Si 

CaWO4, BGO, Al2O3 

Al2O3, LiF 

Elastic nuclear scattering 

• ≈ few % detected energy 
• usually fast 
• no surface effects ? 

• ≈ 100% detected energy 
• relatively slow 
• requires cryogenic detectors 
@20 mK temperature  

• => bolometers 

•  ≈ 20 % energy  
•  very pure  

+ Outsiders : metastable media, gaz… 



ELEGANTS, LiF 
XMASS (SK) 

CDMS (Soudan) 

EDELWEISS  
(Fréjus) 

CRESST, HDMS 
DAMA/LIBRA 
XENON, WARP 
(Gran Sasso) 

ZEPLIN, NaIAD, DRIFT (Boulby) 

IGEX 
ROSEBUD 
ANAIS 
(Canfranc) 

KIMS (YangYang) 

PICASSO, 
CLEAN 
(SNOLab) 

ArDM, EURECA, SuperCDMS, ELIXIR,XMASS II, LUX = 100kg to 1T projects 
+ numerous R&D projects : Gaz (Newage, MIT), He3…   

Liq scint 
Cryo 
Ge / solid scint 
Gaz 
Bubble 

LUX 
(DUSEL,Homestake) 

COUPP (Fermilab) 



 More and more expts coming in 
 Concentrate on last 2007-2008 results 

 Xenon may 07 
 CDMS march 08 
 KIMS sept 07 
 TEXONO oct 07 
 COUPP feb 08 
 DAMA april 08 



4.5 kg.d  fiducial mass 



Taking new data, 2008 going to Xenon100 





⇒ Would expect roughly 650 * 30% 
effective/fiducial exposure= 200 kg.d 

Actually used exposure is 125 kg.d 
7/19 detectors used because of  
“variations of performances” 
on run 124  



77 evts predicted in ROI 



  Same sensitivity as Xenon 10 
  Could have expected better limits !? 
  Goal : 10-8 pb by september  



 KIMS constrains high mass SI 
  TEXONO constrains low mass SI 
 COUPP constrains SD 
 => DAMA signal getting more and more in trouble 



CsI(Tl) 



 Pulse shape discrimination on 3409 kg.d 



  Direct comparison with DAMA  
(same nucleus) for SI coupling 

  Best limits on proton  SD X section 



  Ultra low energy Ge’s  (4 * 5g) operated at Kuo Sheng reactor 
with threshold of 0.1 keV (eff >80 % @ 0.25 keV) 0.338 kg.d  



  NB : CRESST-1 finds also rising up 
of spectrum at LE threshold @ 0.6 
keV 

  Al2O3 1.5 kg.d 

  May be worthwhile exploring sub 
keV region 





  Tuning T and P allows 
insensitivity to em background 

  Rate dominated by radon  

  Building 20 and 60 kg 
vessels  



  25 modules of 9.7 kg 
  4 years data taking (09/03 to 07/07) 
=> 192 000 kg.d = twice DAMA exposure 
  From 6 to 8.2σ   



  Overall consistency ? Back to 11 years of data taking 

Year Exposure 
kg.d 

Quoted 
Significance 

Backway 
Statistical 
expectation  

A and σA 
of Sm 

1997 4 549 1.0 0.037 +-0.008 
2-12 keV 

1998 19 511 99.6 % CL 2.0 

1999 57 986 4 σ 3.6 0.022 +- 0.005 
2-6 keV 

2003 107 730 6.3 σ 4.9 0.020 +- 0.003 
2-6 keV 

2008 300 555 8.2 σ 8.2  0.0131 +- 0.0016 
2-6 keV 



 Multi hit events absence of modulation has very small 
error ? If true, statistical significance of signal should 
depend on the position of crystal. Tested ? 

 Single hit spectrum varying : efficiency at LE ? 
 3 keV peak modulation ? 
  If DM Sm present, then S0 present, and backg+signal  

rate budget should be consistent 
 Possible left over hypothesis could be LDM/electronic 

recoils   



2÷4 keV multihits :     A=-(0.0004±0.0008) cpd/kg/keV 

2÷4 keV single hits:  A=-(0.00213±0.0032) cpd/kg/keV 
  Why error smaller for  
multi vs single hits ? 
  0.0008 vs 0.0032 
  This would mean that 

coincident evts rate 
larger by factor more 
than 10 vs single ? 

  Then expect statistical 
significance of signal of 
inner crystals much 
larger than outer ones.  

A B B B A 

B C C C B 

B C C C B 

B C C C B 

A B B B A 



  D 

  Question of efficiency understanding (cut for PM noise) at low energy ? 

2000 “Single hit” evt spectrum 

2008 “Single hit” evt spectrum 



“Single hit” evt spectrum 

Sm evt spectrum 
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  Modulation of 3 keV peak ? 

  3 keV peak is partly due to 
untagged 40K X ray/Auger 3.2 keV 
coincident with 1.46 MeV 

  Presence of axion like peak ? 
  If yes, modulation > 10 % 
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  Modulation of exponential ? 
  Example of 20 GeV WIMP 

interacting on Na 
  => counting rate @ 2 keV 

saturated by WIMPs 
  Showing the S contribution 

in each case to the total 
spectrum would help 
disentangling various 
hypothesis  



  “Classical” nuclear recoils of 
WIMP’s  

  SI and/or SD mostly excluded by 
recent experiments 



b 

c 

f h 



  Light DM (on nuclei) 30-100 MeV 
  Pseudoscalar => electron recoil : 

60 keV 
  Total mass conversion : 3 keV 

(axion like) 



 CRESST 
 Edelweiss 
 ZEPLIN III  
All are taking new data 
 WARP @ LNGS 
 ArDM @ Canfranc 
Preparing  

Astroph:0804.1500v1 



10 detectors being operated 



Interdigit 200g  5.4 kg.d  Ei threshold 4 keV 
A7er surface evt rejec>on, no quality cut NTD 300g detectors EDW1 22.7 kg.d 

  The new weapon ! 
  12 400g detectors in 

fabrication and 
mounted in EDW II 
cryostat 



Update of DAMNED website : SuperBayeS online 
http://pisrv0.pit.physik.uni-tuebingen.de/darkmatter/

The CMSSM SCAN includes full constraints from relic dark 
matter abundance (WMAP3), collider observables, Higgs 
mass limits, electroweak observables, B->sγ.  
They do NOT include direct detection exclusion limits. 



EXAMPLE  : SuperBayeS online 

Stay tuned for future developments 

1D, 2D and 3D plots of CMSSM, dark matter, direct detection,  
collider, Susy specrum quantities are interactively produced 

Ex: WIMP mass , WIMP-nucleon cross section , gaugino fraction 



 Large progress on WIMP SI and SD sensitivities   
 More to come within 1 year 

 CDMS, KIMS, XENON 100, WARP, EDELWEISS, CRESST 

 DAMA signal hypothesis can indeed be tested : 
 KIMS, COUPP, TEXONO in addition to CDMS, XENON …   
 S0 prediction in all cases will help pointing where to look for  

  Independently of DAMA, worthwile to explore keV and 
subkeV energies in reliable way (2 parameters)  


